[1] Abyssal hills, which are pervasive landforms on the seafloor of the Earth's oceans, represent a potential tectonic record of the history of mid-ocean ridge spreading. However, the most detailed global maps of the seafloor, derived from the satellite altimetry-based gravity field, cannot be used to deterministically characterize such small-scale (<10 km) morphology. Nevertheless, the small-scale variability of the gravity field can be related to the statistical properties of abyssal hill morphology using the upward continuation formulation. In this paper, I construct a global prediction of abyssal hill root-mean-square (rms) heights from the small-scale variability of the altimetric gravity field. The abyssal hill-related component of the gravity field is derived by first masking distinct features, such as seamounts, mid-ocean ridges, and continental margins, and then applying a newly designed adaptive directional filter algorithm to remove fracture zone/discontinuity fabric. A noise field is derived empirically by correlating the rms variability of the small-scale gravity field to the altimetric noise field in regions of very low relief, and the noise variance is subtracted from the small-scale gravity variance. Suites of synthetically derived, abyssal hill formed gravity fields are generated as a function of water depth, basement rms heights, and sediment thickness and used to predict abyssal hill seafloor rms heights from corrected small-scale gravity rms height. The resulting global prediction of abyssal hill rms heights is validated qualitatively by comparing against expected variations in abyssal hill morphology and quantitatively by comparing against actual measurements of rms heights. Although there is scatter, the prediction appears unbiased.
Introduction
[2] Abyssal hills are the most abundant geomorphic structures on the Earth [Macdonald et al., 1996] . Formed at mid-ocean ridge spreading centers by volcanism and normal faulting, their morphology is sensitive to several tectonic factors: spreading rate and direction, axial morphology, local variations in crustal thickness, and ridge segmentation [Goff, 1991; Goff et al., 1993 Goff et al., , 1995 . Sedimentation and mass wasting modify abyssal hill morphology by reducing amplitude and smoothing small-scale roughness with age [Mitchell, 1995; Goff and Tucholke, 1997; Webb and Jordan, 2001] . Abyssal hills are a product of these processes and can potentially be used to investigate spreading and sedimentation history through geologic time. Complementary to well-established magnetic lineations and fracture zone trends, which are used to determine past spreading rates and directions, abyssal hill fabric could potentially be used to infer past conditions related to mid-ocean ridge faulting and accretion, such as temperature, crustal thickness, and higher-order segmentation patterns. For example, one first-order question easily addressable by abyssal hill morphology would be to identify past transitions between axial-high and axial-valley morphology . It is also possible that, in regions where magnetic lineations are poorly constrained, such as the Cretaceous quite zone of the west Pacific [Nakanishi et al., 1992] , abyssal hill fabric could be used to provide valuable new constraints on spreading rate and direction.
[3] The small-scale roughness properties of the seafloor are also increasingly being recognized as critical parameters in determining important processes in physical oceanography [Goff and Arbic, 2010] . For example, in situ observations [e.g., Polzin et al., 1997] demonstrate that mixing levels are greatly elevated in regions of rough topography. Gille et al. [2000] demonstrate that mesoscale eddy energy tends to be lower in areas where the bottom is rough, suggesting greater dissipation of eddy energy, and Egbert and Ray [2003] show that substantial tidal dissipation occurs in such areas. The dissipation in both types of flow is generally thought to arise from the breaking of internal waves generated by flows over the rough seafloor. Wave generation is strongly dependent on the horizontal and vertical scales inherent in the bottom topography. Using the classical formulation for lee waves [e.g., Cushman-Roisin, 1994] , St. Laurent [1999] argued that horizontal scales ranging from 0.1 to 2.5 km generate internal waves when forced by steady flows. Features typical of abyssal hill morphology (e.g., 50 m height over 1 km horizontal scale) will generate a significant vertical internal wave energy flux. Carter et al. [2008] showed that high resolution of topography is also important for tides. They found that 0.01°(∼1 km) resolution in an internal tide model results in 20% larger barotropic-to-baroclinic conversion than found in a model with 4 km resolution. Nonlinear effects may be important as well, as some studies [e.g., Thurnherr and Richards, 2001; Thurnherr et al., 2002; Thurnherr and Speer, 2003; St. Laurent and Thurnherr, 2007] have argued from observational data that turbulence associated with hydraulic jumps occurs in areas of rough topography when the Froude number (Nh/U) exceeds an order one threshold. For typical values of the Brunt-Vaisala frequency (N) and of velocity (U) in the abyss (10 −3 s −1 and 1 cm/s, respectively), this occurs when small-scale topography (h) exceeds about 10 m in height, which is typically the case for abyssal hill morphology.
[4] To address the global tectonic or physical oceanographic issues noted above, a global map of abyssal hill statistical properties is required. However, mapping abyssal hills on such a scale is a major challenge. Only a small percentage of the seafloor has been mapped in sufficient detail (i.e., with multibeam sonar data) to adequately characterize abyssal hill morphology [Smith and Sandwell, 2004] . Full bathymetric coverage of the deep oceans would require ∼200 years of ship time at a cost of billions of dollars [Carron et al., 2001] . The most detailed and accurate global map of the seafloor is derived from satellite altimetry data [Smith and Sandwell, 1994] , which, in the most up-to-date versions [Sandwell and Smith, 2009] , is sufficiently resolved to map individual features as small as ∼10 km. This is insufficient, however, to deterministically map abyssal hills, which have characteristic widths generally ranging from 2 to 10 km and exhibit fractal morphology at smaller scales. Nevertheless, the altimetric gravity field is not devoid of information about abyssal hills. Discounting noise, the small-scale roughness of the gravity map is a filtered form, via upward continuation, of abyssal hill morphology; variations in the amplitude of abyssal hills will result in variations in the small-scale gravity roughness, even if individual bumps on the gravity map cannot be correlated to individual abyssal hills [Smith, 1998; Goff and Smith, 2003; Goff et al., 2004] . It should be possible therefore to use the altimetric gravity map to make a prediction of the statistical properties of abyssal hill morphology, particularly the root-mean-square (rms) height [Goff et al., 2004] . Previous work has produced global maps of either gravity [Small and Sandwell, 1992; Smith, 1998 ] or bathymetric [Gille et al., 2000; Becker and Sandwell, 2008] roughness, but none of these prior efforts attempted to isolate the abyssal hill contribution.
[5] Several challenges must be overcome to enable prediction of abyssal hill roughness from gravity data. These include (1) isolating the small-scale, abyssal hill-sensitive gravity roughness from other features of the seafloor, such as seamounts, fracture zones, and mid-ocean ridges; (2) estimating and removing the noise contribution to the small-scale gravity variability; and (3) resolving the upward continuation relationship between abyssal hill and gravity roughness in the presence of sediment cover. In this paper, I resolve these issues by using a number of analysis steps and simplifying assumptions. These include (1) establishing an empirical relationship between altimetry radar sounding noise [Goff, 2009] and altimetric gravity noise, (2) making abyssal hills "one-dimensional" by establishing a relationship between rms height and characteristic scales, (3) utilizing relationships established by Webb and Jordan [2001] for predicting how sediment cover modifies abyssal hill statistical parameters, and (4) assuming an "effective porosity" based on the ratio of sediment cover to basement relief to estimate the effective density contrast at the seafloor/water interface. A global map of predicted abyssal hill rms height is presented, which will serve as "version 1" for this effort, subject to eventual improvements both as the altimetric gravity map is improved and as the processing assumptions are better verified with additional data. Map and grid will be available for download.
Isolating Abyssal Hill-Influenced Gravity Fabric: Masking and Directional Filtering
[6] The marine gravity field at scales less than ∼160 km is influenced primarily by the topography of the seafloor [Smith and Sandwell, 1994] . In addition to abyssal hills, this includes features such as seamounts, fracture zones, segment discontinuities, mid-ocean ridges, continental margins, and large igneous provinces. Many of these features are easily recognized in a North Atlantic section of the global gravity grid ( Figure 1a) . As a preprocessing step to remove largescale trends, the data are high-pass filtered using a 100 km width cosine function. Here and throughout the paper, the global gravity map version 16.1 [Sandwell and Smith, 2009] is used, which is derived from recently retracked data; this was the version available when work started on this project. The most recent version is 18.1, which includes improved errors near shore (version 17.1) and removal of the EGM2008 mean dynamic topography [Sandwell and Smith, 2009] . Neither of these factors is expected to affect analysis presented here for deep ocean, small-scale morphology, except, possibly, where western boundary currents produce large ocean surface slopes. The gravity grid is also converted from its native Mercator grid to geographic coordinates in order to facilitate processing steps described below. This conversion involves interpolation between grid nodes.
[7] I apply two processing steps to isolate abyssal hillinfluenced gravity fabric from these other features: masking and directional filtering. A mask is generated by hand, using ArcGIS ® polygon utilities, for any feature in the altimetric gravity map that is recognizably not abyssal hill morphology and which is easily isolated from abyssal hill morphology. These criteria apply to all features listed above except for fracture zones and segment discontinuities, which will be dealt with through directional filtering described below.
[8] To create a mask, the gravity grid is first converted to an ArcGIS ® ascii grid using the "grd2xyz" utility from Generic Mapping Tools (GMT) software [Wessel and Smith, 1991] and then imported into an ArcGIS ® raster image. A polygon shape file is created and polygons drawn around all features to be masked. The polygons are applied as a mask to the raster using the "Extract by Mask" toolbox in ArcGIS ® , and the resulting image is exported to a new ascii grid. This grid is then converted to binary values: 0 inside the masked area and 1 outside. To help ensure that as many seamounts as possible are removed, a secondary mask grid is created by zeroing-out values centered on cataloged seamount locations [Wessel, 2001] , to a distance of twice the seamount width. Finally, the gravity grid is multiplied by the binary mask grids to remove the targeted features. Figure 1b demonstrates the results of masking applied to the data shown in Figure 1a .
[9] Fracture zones and segment discontinuities cannot readily be isolated from abyssal hill fabric through masking. In circumstances like the North Atlantic region shown in Figure 1a , the fracture zones and discontinuities are so dense that they form their own fabric, with the abyssal hill fabric superposed upon it. Although fracture zones and discontinuities are larger-scale features than abyssal hills, simple high-pass filtering cannot extract the abyssal hill fabric from the fracture zone/discontinuity fabric without either removing too much of the former or leaving too much of the latter. Fortunately, these two fabrics are largely orthogonal to each other, and we can use that characteristic to separate them very cleanly through a new algorithm that I have termed "adaptive directional filtering." The algorithm first determines the local orientation of the larger-scale (i.e., the fracture zone/discontinuity) fabric at each grid node (the "adaptive" part of the algorithm) and then filters along that orientation by fitting a low-order, one-dimensional polynomial (the "directional filter"). Initial attempts at predicting fabric orientation using normal to the global paleoridge orientations [Müller et al., 2008] were not successful, because this prediction failed to match discontinuity (particularly migrating or propagating) or fracture zone orientations closely enough. An empirical approach was deemed necessary. The steps of the adaptive directional filter algorithm are as follows:
[10] 1. Select a range of azimuths over which the fracture zone/discontinuity trends are expected for the area to be filtered and a step interval for this search range. Restricting the search range is necessary to prevent the algorithm from identifying the abyssal hill fabric as the dominant orientation in areas where the fracture zone density is sparse. The Figure 1 . Altimetric gravity field, version 16.1 [Sandwell and Smith, 2009] , from the North Atlantic Ocean, (a) high-pass filtered with a 100 km cosine function and (b) after masking of seamounts, mid-ocean ridge, and continental margin morphology. search range must nevertheless be broad enough to capture the range of fracture zone and discontinuity trends (migrating, propagating, or otherwise) in the region considered. For the North Atlantic example shown in Figure 1b , a search range of 60°-120°was chosen, and a step interval of 1°.
[11] 2. For each data point on the grid, construct profiles for each azimuth in the search range centered at that grid point, interpolating among the nearby grid points to obtain values at each location along the profile. For this application, profiles were 200 km long and sampled at 1 km interval, and an inverse distance weighting interpolation was applied to determine profile values from nearby grid values. The adaptive directional filter algorithm is not highly sensitive to the length of profile chosen; it needs to be substantially larger than the width of the fracture zones (say, >∼20 km), and substantially less than the scale of fracture zone undulations (say, <∼1000 km), in order for the algorithm to "lock on" to the local orientation.
[12] 3. For each profile created in step 2, fit a low-order polynomial, and compute a residual rms between the polynomial and the profile. Here a quadratic polynomial (order 3) was fit by least squares inversion [Menke, 1989] . The dominant fabric orientation is identified by the profile with the lowest residual rms. [13] 4. The low-pass directional filter product is determined as the value of the polynomial fit for the dominant fabric orientation at the location of the grid point. The highpass directional filter product is determined as the residual between the same polynomial fit and grid node value at that location.
[14] Figure 3 displays both low-and high-pass directional filter products for the North Atlantic example shown in Figure 1 . Visually, the adaptive directional filter algorithm appears to have been successful in isolating the two fabrics from each other. In particular for the application considered here, the high-pass product ( Figure 3b ) is almost completely devoid of any discernable fracture zone/discontinuityoriented features; it can confidently be asserted that the variability in roughness characteristics evident in the highpass product is primarily associated with variations in abyssal hill morphology. This small-scale gravity fabric is present both inside and outside the fracture zones and discontinuities.
[15] The small-scale gravity roughness characteristics can be quantified by computing the rms variability of the high-pass directional filter product (Figure 4 ), here determined over ∼1°by 1°regions. Several features of this rms plot are consistent with tectonic structure, including (1) flow-parallel banding of higher versus lower rms values, suggesting segment/crustal thickness controls on abyssalhill morphology such as described by Goff et al. [1995] ; (2) conjugal highs in rms to either side of the axis, at ∼35°W and ∼55°W, consistent with spreading-rate change controls on abyssal hill morphology as described by Goff [1992] ; and (3) a general reduction in rms with crustal age, consistent with progressive sediment cover smoothing-out the abyssal hill morphology [Webb and Jordan, 2001] .
[16] The adaptive directional filter algorithm requires the user to limit the range of search orientations. This ensures that, where the fracture zones and discontinuities are not closely spaced, the algorithm does not identify the abyssal hill fabric as the "dominant" fabric and thereby remove it from the high-pass product. Because of this requirement, the algorithm cannot be applied globally but rather must be applied to regions displaying a limited range of fracture zone/discontinuity orientations. Such regions are selected in a manner very similar to that described above for the masking of unwanted features from the gravity map in ArcGIS ® , but instead the areas inside the polygon are assigned a value of 1 and areas outside to 0. Figure 5 displays all the distinct polygonal areas used to define local analysis regions for application of the adaptive directional filter algorithm.
[17] After application of the adaptive directional filter algorithm to each of the analysis areas, a global map of smallscale gravity variability is formed by stitching together all the Figure 2 . Dominant fracture zone/discontinuity fabric orientation, for the gravity data displayed in Figure 1 , as determined by the adaptive directional filtering algorithm with a search range limited to 60°-120°azimuth.
results on a single grid. Finally, a global map of small-scale gravity RMS, G df (x, y), is generated in the same manner as in Figure 4 . The results are displayed in Figure 6 .
[18] Despite its evident success, the adaptive directional filter algorithm, as with any filter algorithm, is not a perfect filter. It is anticipated that some measure of the true smallscale gravity variability has been lost from the high-pass product, and this loss will need to be accounted for prior to predicting abyssal hill statistical parameters. This issue is investigated in section 4.
Estimation of Noise Contribution to SmallScale Gravity Variance
[19] The variance of the small-scale gravity field (i.e., the square of the rms values shown in Figure 6 ) can be represented as the summation of a "signal" variance, representing the topographic seafloor variations of interest, and a "noise" variance, associated with random variability in the altimeter measurements used to estimate the gravity field. Thus, before utilizing the small-scale gravity roughness to estimate abyssal hill roughness statistics, we seek to estimate the noise variance so that it can be subtracted from the total variance. The approach presented here will be to utilize the known global distribution of altimeter noise [Goff, 2009] and correlate those values to small-scale gravity variance in regions where we anticipate minimal contribution from topographic sources (e.g., deep, thickly sedimented basins, or other areas where seamounts are absent and abyssal hill morphology is expected to be small).
[20] Goff [2009] investigated altimeter noise by isolating the time-varying, small-scale component of the altimeter readings, first by differencing nearest-neighbor tracks, and then by high-pass filtering at 50 km scale. Applying the technique to both Geosat [Sandwell and McAdoo, 1988; McAdoo and Marks, 1992a] and ERS-1 [McAdoo and Marks, 1992b] data, noise statistics were analyzed using covariance analysis. Goff [2009] discovered that altimeter noise consisted both of an uncorrelated and correlated component. The variance of the uncorrelated component is strongly correlated to significant wave heights of the ocean surface and reflects the raw uncertainty in picking an arrival time. The variance of the correlated component is correlated to several recognizable environmental factors, including precipitation, the subtropical jet stream, and sea ice, and may be associated with perturbations by the onboard tracker in response to abrupt changes in travel time. Goff [2009] only presented the Geosat results, primarily because the distinction between correlated and uncorrelated components of the noise was complicated in the ERS-1 data by a 3-waveform averaging used to reduce noise. Nevertheless, the global distributions of Geosat and ERS-1 noise characteristics are very similar, but with one exception: the ERS-1 correlated noise variance does not respond to the presence of sea ice. The reason for this discrepancy is uncertain but presumably indicates that the ERS-1 data were processed in some way to better handle the presence of sea ice [e.g., Peacock and Laxon, 2004] . The issue is noted here because the high Geosat noise values in high-latitude sea ice regions do not appear to be reflected in the small-scale gravity roughness ( Figure 6 ). Therefore, for the purposes of empirically predicting gravity noise, the ERS-1 noise results are preferred. Figure 7 displays the total noise variance, N ERS1 2 (x, y), for the ERS-1 data, which is the addition of both the correlated and uncorrelated components.
[21] Empirically correlating altimeter noise to gravity noise requires identification of areas that are sufficiently flat on the ® utilities, used for global application of the adaptive directional filter algorithm. Local analysis is required to limit the range of orientations considered for determining the fracture zone/discontinuity fabric. This plot is in rectilinear, rather than Mercator projection.
seafloor that the gravity data in those regions is dominated by noise. Although we can make educated guesses as to where such regions may exist, we cannot know a priori which regions have insignificant topographic contribution to the small-scale gravity roughness. However, it is reasonable to assume that, where we have selected a population of candidate regions, those most representative of gravity noise should exhibit the lowest variances for a given altimetry noise variance. In other words, if we plot small-scale gravity variance versus altimetry noise variance for these candidate regions, Figure 6 . Global estimation of small-scale gravity variability derived from the high-pass, directional filtering of the altimetric gravity field. White regions are areas that were masked prior to analysis. Yellow boxes are approximately 2°by 2°areas where the gravity field appears relatively featureless and which are used here for comparison to altimetric noise field in Figure 7 . Figure 7 . Variance of the noise for ERS-1 satellite altimetry data, computed using methods described by Goff [2009] , who applied them in that publication to Geosat altimetry data. The two results differ in that the Geosat noise field is highly responsive to the presence of sea ice, whereas the ERS-1 noise field is not. The latter appears more appropriate for correlating to the gravity noise field. Black boxes correspond to the box locations shown in Figure 6 . the lower bound of the population should approximate the expected relationship between altimetry noise variance and gravity noise variance.
[22] Figures 6 and 7 display the candidate regions chosen for this analysis. They include many areas in deep ocean basins devoid of any discernable variation associated with seafloor topography. Also included are many regions from the east Pacific, where abyssal hills are known to be small [Goff et al., 1993] and which therefore may be indistinguishable from noise. Figure 8 displays the small-scale gravity variances G df 2 versus the altimetry noise variances N ERS1 2 for the candidate areas. Tying one end to the origin (we can assert a priori that zero altimetry noise should result in zero gravity noise), a line with a slope of 6.2/7000 satisfactorily defines the base of the population (fit by eye, since a linear inversion could not characterize this property) and thus provides a prediction of the relationship between altimetry noise and small-scale gravity noise. Most of the east Pacific candidate areas fall significantly above this line, likely indicating that abyssal hills in those regions generate small-scale gravity variability detectably greater than the base noise level.
Variance Correction for the Adaptive Directional Filter Algorithm
[23] As noted in section 2, it is anticipated that the adaptive directional filter algorithm will result in a reduction in the variance of the true small-scale gravity variability. The noise analysis presented in the previous section provides an opportunity to quantify this effect, because the candidate regions are devoid of the fracture zones morphology that the directional filter targets. A comparison of the gravity variance in these regions before (G 2 ) and after (G df 2 ) application of the adaptive directional filter algorithm is also shown in Figure 8 . As expected, the "before" population (red dots) exhibits greater variance than the "after" population (black dots). As above, the "before" population exhibits a well-defined sloping base, but steeper than the "after" population with a slope of ∼9/7000. This trend is used here as the empirically defined relationship between ERS-1 altimetry variance and the true gravity noise variance. Furthermore, the difference between the two trends yields a simple relationship for correcting the variance derived from the high-pass directional filter field,
[24] With the above relationships, we can define a "corrected" small-scale gravity variance G c 2 that provides an estimate of the gravity variability associated with abyssal hill morphology,
[25] Figure 9 displays a global map of corrected smallscale gravity variance computed with this equation. To improve visualization and interpretation, gaps have been interpolated using an inverse distance weighting algorithm, with a maximum search radius of 2°. White areas in the plot are regions where there is no discernable small-scale gravity variance above the level of the noise. This map will form the basis for a prediction of abyssal hill rms heights.
[26] Because equation (2) has subjective inputs, it is important to be cognizant of the impact of possible errors in the two scalars that define it. Both scalars will directly affect the estimation of abyssal hill rms heights from small-scale gravity variance, but in different ways. Errors in the scalar applied to the ERS1 altimetry noise will most strongly affect smaller abyssal hills, whose contribution to small-scale gravity roughness is similar to, or even less than, the noise contribution. The scalar applied to the directional filter variance, however, is more likely to be erroneous at larger values (i.e., larger abyssal hills), which are not constrained by the analysis of Figure 8 . These issues will be discussed after the presentation of results.
Constraining the Upward Continuation Problem for Sedimented Abyssal Hills
[27] In this section, I will define a quantitative relationship between abyssal hill statistical parameters and small-scale gravity variability. I will utilize the upward-continuation formulation applied to synthetic morphology as described by Goff et al. [2004] and will account for the presence of sediment cover on basement morphology.
[28] The statistical properties of abyssal hill morphology are well characterized by a two-dimensional von Kármán statistical model Jordan, 1988, 1989a; Goff and Figure 8 . Gravity variance computed both before (red dots) and after (black dots) application of the high-pass directional filter, plotted against ERS-1 altimetry noise for the candidate noise box areas identified in Figures 6 and 7. Color-coordinated dashed lines indicate suggested trends for estimating gravity noise variance from altimetry noise variance, determined by fitting a trend passing through (0,0) and through the bottom sectors of each population. The difference between these trends provides a correction to the variances computed from the high-pass product of the directional filter.
Arbic, 2010], which can be expressed either in spectral or covariance form. The parameters of the model define an rms height H, a fractal dimension D, characteristic width l n , and length l s , and a strike orientation s . Upward continuation experiments on synthetic abyssal hill morphology [Goff et al., 2004] demonstrate that gravity variability resulting from abyssal hills is most responsive to the rms height. Characteristic width and length also influence the gravity variability, but with much less sensitivity, and are subject to much larger errors associated with noise contamination. The influence of fractal dimension on gravity variability is largely insignificant, due to the upward continuation filtering of short-wavelength information.
[29] To bypass the challenges associated with estimating characteristic scales and fractal dimension of abyssal hills from the gravity variability, I seek here to simplify abyssal hill morphology into a function of just two parameters: the rms height and the average sediment cover. In particular, I will estimate functional relationships between rms height and the other von Kármán parameters and then utilize relationships developed by Webb and Jordan [2001] for characterizing the modifications to the von Kármán statistical parameters as a function of sediment cover (using a publically available database for global seafloor sediment thickness).
[30] Abyssal hills from near-ridge, lightly sedimented regions have been statistically analyzed in numerous publications using the bathymetry inversion procedure of Jordan [1988, 1989b] . Figure 10a displays over 400 such examples of characteristic width plotted versus rms height (excluding just a few outliers of very large width at low rms height). The two parameters are strongly correlated with each other (correlation coefficient of +0.83), with a well-resolved linear trend defined by
where H is expressed in meters and l n is in kilometers.
[31] Characteristic lengths exhibit a more complicated relationship with rms heights (Figure 10b ). Up to ∼130 m, characteristic lengths are positively correlated with rms heights (correlation coefficient of +0.54), with a linear trend defined by
[32] Characteristic lengths are highly scattered at larger rms heights. In the mean, values decrease to ∼20.5 km at ∼225 m rms and then remain approximately constant at this value for larger rms height values (Figure 10b) . Much of the scatter in characteristic lengths probably results from its typically poor resolution in the parameter inversion (usually 30%-50% 1-s errors), so it is likely that the trend exhibited by the binned means is fairly representative of how characteristic length varies with rms height.
[33] Fractal dimensions do not show any functionality with rms height or spreading rate [Goff, 1991] , and a value of 2.2 is chosen here as typical [Goff and Arbic, 2010] . Strike orientation is not considered here, as it is not a factor in determining the functional relationship between gravity variability and rms height.
[34] Global data on sediment thickness [Divins, 2003 ] are available from the National Geophysical Data Center (Figure 11 ; http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/sedthick/sedthick. Figure 9 . Global map of "corrected" small-scale gravity variance, computed by first applying the directional filter correction, and then subtracting the gravity noise estimate derived from ERS-1 altimeter noise. Gaps in the field (see Figure 6 ) were interpolated with an inverse distance weighting algorithm, using a maximum search radius of 2°. White regions indicate areas that do not have small-scale gravity variance that is resolvedly greater than the expected noise. Black areas have no estimation. html). These data provide an a priori basis for predicting how basement morphology of a given morphology might be modified at any given location in the oceans. Webb and Jordan [2001] investigated the quantitative effects of sediment drape on basement morphology by applying a numerical model of pelagic sedimentation. Their algorithm modeled the ensemble result of postdepositional sediment transport as a diffusive process in which the downhill flux of material is proportional to the seafloor slope via a variable diffusivity parameter. Running forward models over a range of two-dimensional synthetic surfaces corresponding to the von Kármán model and using a diffusivity value consistent with morphological observations over Atlantic seafloor, Webb and Jordan [2001] established an empirical relationship for the functionality of rms height (H) as a function of the total sediment thickness (S),
where H 0 = H(0) is the basement abyssal hill rms height. Webb and Jordan [2001] also determined an empirical relationship between characteristic width (l n ) and sediment thickness but expressed in terms of the ratio between sediment thickness and rms height,
where l n,0 = l n (0) is the unsedimented characteristics width, which is predicted from equation (3). Likewise, for characteristic length (l n ), we assume the following [Goff and Arbic, 2010] , 
[36] Goff and Arbic [2010] used these sediment relationships equations (5)- (8) for a global prediction of abyssal hill morphology, based entirely on paleo spreading rate and direction, and sediment cover (their prediction will be compared to the gravity-based prediction in the next section). However, the predictions of Webb and Jordan [2001] were not tested in thickly sedimented terrain (i.e., with average sediment thickness greater than the abyssal hill rms height). Recent seismic data from the central Pacific [Tominaga et al., 2009] , for example, shows that abyssal hills can retain their expression on the seafloor despite sediment thicknesses many times the rms height of the basement morphology. It is important therefore to limit these relationships in the upward continuation calculations to follow, as we need to allow for the presence of abyssal hills even in thickly sedimented regions. I will thus assume that equations (5)- (8) are valid up to a sediment thickness of S = H 0 but that abyssal hill morphology does not get further modified at sediment thicknesses greater than this value. This assumption also insulates the results from possible errors in the sediment thickness map associated with incorrect traveltime velocities or incorrect basement identification [Mitchell, Figure 10b are trends suggested by eye-fit to the 25 m bin averages. Data sources are Goff [1991 Goff [ , 1992 , Goff et al. [1991 Goff et al. [ , 1993 Goff et al. [ , 1995 , and D. Sauter et al. (manuscript in preparation, 2010 Sauter et al. (manuscript in preparation, ). 1998 ]. Implications of errors in this assumption will be discussed below.
[37] The upward continuation formulation [Smith, 1998 ] expresses the spectrum of the gravity fieldĝ(k) as a filtered form of the spectrum of the seafloor fieldĥ(k),
where k is the wave number vector, d is the water depth, r h and r w are the seafloor and water densities, respectively, and G N is the Newtonian gravitational constant 6.6732 × 10 −11 Nt m 2 /kg 2 . For abyssal hills, the spectrum of the seafloor is determined by the parameters of the von Kármán statistical model Jordan, 1988, 1989a ], which, as described above, are reduced here to a dependence on abyssal hill basement rms height H 0 and sediment thickness S. Two additional parameters define the upward continuation problems: water depth and the density contrast at the seafloor/seawater interface. Water depth is readily obtained by publically available, global maps of seafloor depth [Sandwell and Smith, 2009] , which I have filtered to 4-minutes and then sample at the grid points required. Unsedimented seafloor is assumed to have a density contrast of 1770 kg/m 3 [Smith, 1998 ], a value appropriate for crustal basalt. The possible consequences of errors in this assumption will be considered in the discussion of results. Assuming the same mineral density, a fully sedimented seafloor should have a density contrast (1-p)*1770 kg/m 3 , where p is the sediment porosity. I take a value of p = 0.6 as typical for the upper few hundred meters of sediment [Hamilton, 1976] , and simplify a potentially complex problem by postulating an "effective" porosity that varies linearly from 0 for S = 0 to 0.6 for S ≥ 2H 0 .
[38] With the above assumptions and relationships, the upward continuation formulation is reduced to a problem of three parameters: abyssal hill basement rms height H 0 , sediment thickness S, and water depth d. Two of these parameters, S and d, are known. Hence, we should be able to predict H 0 (and thus H by backing out its dependence on S) at any location on the seafloor from the corrected measure of small-scale gravity variability G c . To accomplish this, I have generated a series of tables that specify the rms gravity variability over basement rms heights ranging from 0 to 500 m at 20 m increments, sediment thicknesses ranging from 0 to 980 m at 20 m increments, and water depths ranging from 2 to 6.8 km at 0.2 km increments. RMS gravity variability is determined by first generating, for each value of H 0 , S, and d, a 200 km by 200 km, zero-mean synthetic gravity field with a spectrum given by equation (8) [Goff et al., 2004] and then computing the square root of the average of the squares over the grid.
[39] Figure 12a displays gravity rms versus abyssal hill basement rms computed in this manner for a water depth of 3 km and over a range of sediment thicknesses from 0 to 900 m. Not surprisingly, sediment thickness is a significant factor in determining the relationship between gravity rms and abyssal hill basement rms. This also implies that estimation of basement rms will be highly sensitive to errors in assumptions regarding the modification to seafloor terrain by sediment drape. Basement rms is not, however, the goal of this work; seafloor rms is. Figure 12b displays a conversion of the curves shown in Figure 12a to rms gravity versus abyssal hill sedimented seafloor rms height, computed by backing out the relationships. These curves show far less sensitivity to sediment thickness so that errors in the sedimentation assumptions should have only a secondary impact on predictions based on these curves. Although, intuitively, one might expect rms gravity to decrease for a given seafloor rms as sediment thickness increases, owing to the decrease in seafloor density contrast, initially the opposite occurs. Figure 11 . Sediment thickness over the Earth's ocean basins [Divins, 2003] . Regions with >500 m thickness are colored white. Data from the National Geophysical Data Center (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/ mgg/sedthick/sedthick.html). This is because the basement relief must increase to compensate for the increased sediment thickness to achieve the same seafloor relief, which also results in larger characteristic scales in accordance with equations (3) and (4). The larger scales are not as severely filtered by upward continuation, leading to elevated gravity rms. With still greater sediment thickness, rms gravity does begin to decrease, as expected, since I have capped, at S = H 0 , the effects of topographic smoothing by sediments derived by Webb and Jordan [2001] .
Global Prediction of Abyssal Hill RMS Height: Results and Discussion
[40] To obtain a global prediction of abyssal hill rms height, I first compute the corrected small-scale gravity rms by taking the square root of the variance shown in Figure 9 , setting to 0 any values of the corrected variance less than 0. For each location on the global grid, a gravity rms versus basement rms curve is chosen, from the tables derived in the previous section, corresponding to the nearest values of water depth and sediment thickness at that location. Abyssal hill basement rms height is then determined based on this curve, linearly interpolating as needed between values specified in the table to obtain the most accurate prediction. Finally, abyssal hill sedimented seafloor rms heights are predicted by applying the sediment correction of equation (5) with the S = H 0 cap.
[41] The final, global prediction of abyssal hill rms height, based on the small-scale variability in the altimetric gravity field, is displayed in Figure 13a . This map is plotted alongside a global prediction of abyssal hill rms heights (Figure 13b ) based on paleospreading rates and modifications by sediment cover according to the Webb and Jordan [2001] relationships [Goff and Arbic, 2010] . The comparison demonstrates that the gravity-based prediction successfully reproduces the global pattern of abyssal hill roughness associated with spreading rate variations. These include highest rms values on the flanks of the southwest Indian, Central Indian, and northern Mid-Atlantic ridges, where spreading rate is lowest, and higher rms values in two bands flanking the Mid-Atlantic ridge, corresponding to period of slower spreading ∼60-70 Ma. A correlation between rms gravity roughness and spreading rates was earlier demonstrated by Smith [1998] , although this included contributions from all bathymetric sources of gravity anomaly (i.e., fracture zones, seamounts, etc. in addition to abyssal hills).
[42] Differences between the two predictions shown in Figure 13 are also notable. The gravity-based prediction, for example, successfully identifies the rough topography of the Australia-Antarctic Discordance [Christie et al., 1998 ], just south of Australia at ∼125°E longitude, which is associated with a mantle temperature or geochemical anomaly rather than a change in spreading rate. The gravity-based prediction also successfully identifies the transition to smoother abyssal hills near the axis of the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge [Macario et al., 1994; Sahabi et al., 1996; Smith, 1998 ], ∼55°S-65°S and ∼135°W-175°W, far better than the spreading rate prediction does. Although this transition does correspond to a spreading rate increase from ∼40 to ∼55 mm/yr [Macario et al., 1994; Sahabi et al., 1996] , this change is not sufficient to account for the observed change in abyssal hill rms under the spreading rate dependence assumed by Goff and Arbic [2010] . On the other hand, the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge over this region exhibits an axial high morphology [Macario et al., 1994; Sahabi et al., 1996] at a spreading rate considerably slower than assumed by Goff and Arbic [2010] , which was based on observations of axial morphology transition at a higher spreading rates Figure 12 . Predicted functional relationships between gravity rms and (a) abyssal hill basement rms and (b) abyssal hill sedimented seafloor rms. These curves are computed at a water depth of 3 km and sediment thicknesses ranging from 0 to 900 m, based on abyssal hill-influenced gravity fields generated synthetically using the upward continuation formulation. See text for details.
(∼70-75 mm/yr) along the Southeast Indian Ridge . The transition in axial morphology represents an abrupt change in the spreading rate dependence of abyssal hill rms heights , with axial valley formed abyssal hills approximately 2-3 times the rms heights as those generated at axial high ridges. It is therefore reasonable to postulate, as Sahabi et al. [1996] did, that a significant change in abyssal hill rms heights along the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge was a result of the ridge transitioning from axial valley to axial high morphology at that time.
[43] As noted previously, the Goff and Arbic [2010] spreading rate-based rms height prediction assumes, without alteration, the Webb and Jordan [2001] relationships for modification to abyssal hill morphology by sediment cover. This prediction overestimates the sediment smoothing in the central/east Pacific Ocean, particularly the equatorial Pacific, where abyssal hills are known to have significant relief despite the presence of up to 500 m of sediment [Tominaga et al., 2009 ; see also several central Pacific abyssal hill parameter estimates presented by Goff and Jordan, 1988] . The gravity-based prediction is successful in indicating measurable rms heights in these regions; this remains true even if the Webb and Jordan [2001] relationships are not altered in the upward continuation formulation of the previous section, further emphasizing the low sensitivity of the gravity-based prediction to these assumptions. The gravity-based prediction also indicates significant rms heights much closer to the continental margins in the north and south Atlantic oceans than predicted by the Goff and Arbic [2010] map (Figure 13) , which, as in the Pacific, is an indication that thick sediment cover there does not completely wipe out abyssal hill morphology. Figure 13 . Predicted abyssal hill rms heights based on (a) small-scale gravity variability, as derived in this paper, and (b) paleospreading rate and sediment thickness, adapted from Goff and Arbic [2010] .
[44] The gravity-based abyssal hill prediction can also be qualitatively verified by comparison to the map of mean topographic slope derived from global single-beam bathymetry data by Becker and Sandwell [2008, Figure 6] . Although their analysis made no attempt to isolate abyssal hill morphology from other seafloor elements such as seamounts and fracture zones, it is anticipated that the mean topographic slope will be strongly influenced by the rms variability of abyssal hills. Indeed, global similarities between the two maps are plainly evident.
[45] The gravity-based prediction of rms abyssal hill heights are quantitatively validated in Figure 14 by plotting those values against rms heights measured from collocated multibeam bathymetry data. Because the gravity-based predictions are resolved to ∼1°, available measured rms heights were averaged within 1°by 1°areas wherever possible. As indicated by the 25 m bin averages, the values cluster closely along the 1:1 ratio line, demonstrating that, although there is a fair amount of scatter, there is no evident bias in the prediction.
[46] This result helps to validate the several assumptions that were made in the analysis. For example, errors in the assumption for seafloor density contrast used in equation (9) will translate directly into errors in the estimation of abyssal hill rms heights. For small changes, I find that an X% decrease (increase) in density contrast will result in ∼0.8X% increase (decrease) in predicted rms heights for a given gravity rms. The lack of evident bias in Figure 14 suggests our assumption is satisfactory, although the scatter could allow for perhaps up to a ±10% change in density contrast without substantially degrading the 1:1 correspondence. Also, as noted earlier, an error in the scalar applied to the ERS1 altimetry noise variance in equation (2) would have resulted in a likely bias at small absyssal hills, whereas an error in the scalar applied to the directional filter gravity variance in the same equation would have resulted in a likely bias at larger abyssal hills. Neither is evident. Nevertheless, despite the apparent success of these assumptions, it is hoped that future work will lead to greater rigor in defining these values.
[47] A small subset of the overall catalog of measured rms values are from regions that are thickly sedimented, defined here as areas where the sediment thickness is greater than the rms height (Figure 14) . These samples are derived from the central Pacific [Goff and Jordan, 1988] , the south Atlantic [Goff, 1992] , and the Indian oceans [Goff, 1991] . Most of these regions appear to have predicted rms heights that are too large, which may indicate that the effective porosity for fully sedimented abyssal seafloor should be less than 60%. However, these values do not fall outside the overall population of values; adjustment to the effective porosity assumption is not warranted without additional data.
[48] As demonstrated by Goff and Arbic [2010] , a global statistical characterization can be utilized to generate a synthetic realization of abyssal hill morphology over the entire ocean and then added to the global seafloor prediction to generate realistic small-scale roughness for use in physical oceanographic modeling experiments. To do so, the five parameters of the von Kármán statistical model must be estimated at each location: rms height, characteristic width and length, fractal dimension and strike orientation. All of these parameters except strike orientation can be determined or inferred from the analyses presented here. I intend, in future work, to investigate the possibility of estimating strike orientation directly from the gravity data. Until then, however, we can utilize paleo-spreading ridge orientations as was done by Goff and Arbic [2010] , which provides a global first-order approximation of abyssal hill orientations. Future work will also endeavor to estimate characteristic width and length directly from the gravity data, although this may require further improvements in lateral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of the altimetry data. A synthetic realization is, of course, nonunique: it is one possible realization from among an infinite suite of choices. On one hand, this appears to be a limitation, as the ocean modeling results from using a single realization will never quite conform to reality. On the other hand, such expectations are never realistic, and it could be argued that we gain an advantage by clearly delineating a large-scale/deterministic component to the bathymetry and a small-scale/stochastic component. The latter provides both realism, in the quantification of smallscale roughness, and a measure of uncertainty, which is an important component for any model.
Conclusions
[49] Although individual abyssal hills are typically too small to be individually mapped in the gravity field derived from static variations in sea surface height, abyssal hill fabric, and most notably the vertical variability, does create a measureable response. Several steps are required to isolate that response from the overall gravity field: masking to Figure 14 . Comparison of measured abyssal hill rms heights, from inversion of multibeam bathymetry data, to the gravity-based prediction of abyssal hill rms heights at those locations. Measured rms heights were binned, where possible, into 1°by 1°blocks to better match the resolution of the gravity-based prediction. Data sources are Goff [1991 Goff [ , 1992 , Goff and Jordan [1988] , Goff et al. [1991 Goff et al. [ , 1993 Goff et al. [ , 1995 , and D. Sauter et al. (manuscript in preparation, 2010) . remove seamounts and other recognizable features, directional filtering to remove the fracture zone/ridge discontinuity fabric, and estimation and removal of the noise component of gravity variability. Abyssal hill rms heights can then be estimated by inverting the upward continuation formulation, taking into account water depth and sediment thickness, making empirically based assumptions about the relationship between characteristic widths and lengths to rms heights of basement morphology, and utilizing prior formulations for how abyssal hill morphology is modified by sediment cover. The resulting global map is shown to be an unbiased prediction of abyssal hill rms heights by comparing against available measurements of abyssal hill statistics based on multibeam bathymetry.
[50] The gravity-based, abyssal hill rms prediction map presented here is a potentially rich source of information about the history of spreading at mid-ocean ridges, with both regional and global implications. It may also be useful for estimating seafloor roughness at the scales that are important for modeling turbulent mixing and the generation of internal waves in the ocean [Goff and Arbic, 2010] . Future improvements to the altimetric gravity field, particularly additional reduction of noise, could greatly advance the prediction of abyssal hill parameters, possibly allowing for the independent estimation of abyssal hill width and length characteristics.
